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and supremely important because it was a symbol of the type
of co-operation that he envisaged. The mere fact that such an
intimate personal interview was possible excited quite a number
of sober and even calloused observers, and it certainly excited
Stresemann. But he, no more than Briand, was duped by his
partner; unlike that weary idealist, he duped himself not as to
the nature or scope of the interview, but as to its consequences.
His own enthusiasm at this colourful climax to a long series of
successes made him believe for the moment that Briand not
only shared his ideal—which was on the whole true—but had
endorsed in detail his plan of realising it—which was completely
untrue. Coming alter Locarno,, whose spirit by 1926 had become
something of almost religious significance, it did not occur to
him that Briand more or less took for granted that Stresemann
was infected with the same fundamental scepticism as himself,
and knew well enough that no one,, and especially the French,
had any particular belief in the Locarno spirit., and very little
in the Locarno settlement. He did not expect Stresemann to
take his facile concurrence in the great ideal as a matter of practical
politics. For a moment, but only for a moment,, Stresemann did.
Confusing the tentative with the settled, vaulting imagination
o'erleaped itself. He convinced himself in that moment of trium-
phant enthusiasm that actually he could count on the French
supplying concrete concessions wherewith to convince his
countrymen in order to help him to create the new European
order. A few weeks convinced him of his error, but there was no
fundamental disillusionment; no one less than he needed advice
on how to fight Giant Despair. In 1927 his faith was not dimmed;
it was indeed a quieter, but it was also a stronger faith, because
in the new realization of the obstacles before him he saw the
greater need of faith now that there was no possibility left of
escaping patient toil, merely to lay the foundations of the edifice
which it was at once his ideal and his policy to erect. Thoiry was
not crippling; it was truly salutary. He turned from the dream
to the business, to the task not of awaiting concession but of
making it necessary, of retaining the support of his people for
a policy of patience, to the task of the statesman* He saw the

